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Hierarchical Planning for COS-POMDP

Experiments & Results

Motivation

Challenge: Unreliable detection

Target Object

Opportunity: Easier-to-detect, spatially 
correlated objects

Question: How to leverage 

spatial correlation with 

easier-to-detect objects to 

successfully and efficiently 

find hard-to-detect objects 

in a principled manner?

Correlational Object Search

Object locations are unknown yet follow a (latent) joint probability 

distribution. The robot has access to a set of factored distributions 

(correlation models) and receive noisy observations through on-board 

object detector (detection models)
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Input

A sequence of 
primitive actions, 
followed by 
“Done”

Output

Objective: 

• Success: at the time of “Done” the robot is within 1.0m from the target and 

the target is visible within the camera frame

• Efficiency: Minimize the distance traveled to find the target

Contributions

1. Formulate Correlational object search as a planning problem

2. Introduce Correlational Object Search POMDP (COS-POMDP). It avoids 

maintaining belief over all objects while preserving optimal solution.

3. Propose a hierarchical planning algorithm to apply COS-POMDP to practical 

domains

4. Evaluate in AI2-THOR, a realistic simulator of household environments, with 

YOLOv5 as the object detector. Results show that COS-POMDP leads to more 

robust search perfomance for target objects that are hard-to-detect when the 

given correlational information is accurate,

COS-POMDP

Motivation (Intractable belief state)

Object locations follow joint distribution  → Joint state space of all objects  → Belief space grows exponentially as number of objects increases

COS-POMDP: State space contains only robot & target states (cheaper belief state); Object observations → correlational observation model

Theorem (roughly): COS-POMDP preserves the optimal policy compared to a corresponding POMDP that requires modeling the full belief state.

Target object: CreditCard

For target objects with a true positive (TP) detection rate below 40%, COS-

POMDP improves the POMDP baseline that ignores correlational information by 

42.1% in terms of the SPL metric (p = 0.028), and it is more than 2.1 times better 

than the greedy baseline (p = 0.023). Both results are statistically significant. 
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